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Dirtv Diarv Debacle darkens for Candy
~ ^— I Fergyson was planning on

making a big media splash 
there, with the intentions of 
setting up huge satellite dishes 
to receive erotic messages from 
her space friends in the 
stratosphere. Freedman 
squashed her plans by having 
all his friends from the Society 
for Discovery of Interplanetary 
Space Aliens show up wearing 
large hearing aids and pro
sthetic devices which would 
jam the frequency mode of the 
satellite dish, thus depriving 
Miss Clarah at her big chance 
to make love via the airwaves.

All this points to one thing. 
Clarah Fergyson is really a 
humanoid creature whose 
hypnotic powers have 
mesmerized thousands of Bri- 
tion into believing that she is 
really a middle-class com
moner who works for a living. 
This belief has literally pulled 
the wool over everyone’s eys 
and her intention, according to 
Freedman, is to get rid of 
Chuck and Di, get instated as 
Queen and then hand over 
England to her nymphomaniac 
space alien friends.

parently jilted him in an argu
ment over mid-summer night 

celebrations
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vendetta against Fergyson, his eve 
former girlfriend who ap- Stonehenge. It appears that
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Inter-Galactic Travel Ltd.

Students, don’t know what to do 
during spring break? Why not visit 
the latest Hot-spot JUPITER.

- See the Red Spot !
• See the National 300 where weird 

and unique life-forms abound!
- Exclusive tours to visit the 

birthplace of Ferdinand Bozsnitch!
Prices start at $100,000 
Book now so that you will not 
be disappointed.

- easy to keep (don't require food 
or water, only toxic waste)

- they're easy to manipulate 
(instruction booklet included)

| • perfect for the person who hates 
kids and pets but wants a slave! !

No requirements for candidates
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